The energy-weighted sum rules for both the form factor and trans1hon charge density are derived, describing longitudinal multipole excitation of nuclear states in electron inelastic scattering. These sum rules are applied to the determination of the transition charge density of the giant multipole state under the assumption that the sum rules are saturated by this single collective state at photon-point. The resulting transition charge density is found to be precisely the same as that of hydrodynamical model by Tassie. Uniqueness of the result is discussed: It is pointed out that the one-term saturation of sum rules at photon-point alone cannot necessarily determine the transition charge density uniquely except for its behaviour near nuclear surface. Possible corrections to Tassie-type transition charge density are studied by considering higher order giant multipole states whose r-transition to the ground state is strictly forbidden. The transition charge densities of these higher forbidden giant multipole states are determined by the sum rules. Implications of our results on the experiments of electron scattering are briefly discussed. § 1. Introduction
Various kinds of sum rules have played an important role in the analysis of the inelastic electron scattering by nuclei. The sum rules so far employed are concerned mainly with the transition matrix elements. In a recent paper 1 l Kao and Fallieros obtained a sum rule for the form factor describing the isoscalar monopole excitation. This sum rule has been generalized by Deal and Fallieros 2 J and, independently, by the present authors 8 l to an arbitrary multipole longitudinal excitation. A general theory of the form factor sum rule has been developed by Noble.'l It is the purpose of the present paper to study the transition charge densities of the giant multipole states from the standpoint of the form factor sum rule.
Besides the well-known isovector El giant resonance, there . appeared strong indications of the existence of various giant multipole states in recent experiments of inelastic electron scattering 5 l as well as the proton and 8 He inelastic scattering. 6 l The determination of these giant multipole states should be considered to be very important, since they are related directly to the important quantities such as the effective charge of El transition and the isotope shift (or NolenSchiffer effect) in the case of the isoscalar (or isovector) monopole excitation.
In the next section, we present general formulas of the form factor sum rule. The sum rule for the transition charge density is derived also there.
These sum rules are applied in § 3 to the determination of the transition charge density of the giant multipole state under the assumption that the sum rule is saturated by this single collective state at photon-point. The resulting transition charge density is found to be precisely the same as that of hydrodynamical model by Tassie. 7 l The same result has been obtained by Fallieros 2 l and in Ref. 3) .
It is essential to note that the form of the transition charge density cannot necessarily be determined uniquely from the sum rule under the assumption of the ·one-term saturation at photon-Point alone. Indeed, a class of transition charge density of the form Pi~l (Tassie) + LlpW could also be our solution, provided that f Llpi~l (r) rlr 2 dr= 0. Namely, from the one-term saturation of the sum rule at photon-point alone, we can determine the behaviour of the transition charge density of the giant multipole state near nuclear surface. Its behaviour inside of nucleus, however, cannot be fixed unambiguously. In other words, the form factor leading to the giant multipole state cannot be determined theoretically from the sum rule except for its lower momentum transfer behaviour.
In § 4, we study a possible correction to the transition charge density by considering the first forbidden (or second order) giant multipole state whose first order r-transition to the ground state is strictly forbidden. As an illustration of the first forbidden giant multipole state, let us consider the simple harmonic oscillator shell model. By taking as bases one-particle-one-hole states with 2/zw excitation energy together with the simplest choice of Q-Q particle-hole interaction, we have a single E2 giant state. Likewise, if we take one-particle-onehole states with 4/zw excitation and adopt a Q-Q interaction of the form Q = L:r; 4 Y 2 m (S2;), we obtain a collective state, whose first order E2-transition to the ground state is strictly forbidden. This first forbidden E2 giant state can easily be excited by the (longitudinal) inelastic electron scattering with higher momentum transfer. We expect that the most important mixing to the usual giant multi pole state will be due to such higher order giant multipole states.
The transition charge density of the first forbidden giant multipole state are determined by assuming that the sum rule for the first forbidden matrix element, i.e., the transition matrix element of rl+ 2 (2 ·1), we have the well-known energy-weighted sum rule of El pole r-transition in the long wave length limit.
Throughout the present paper, we shall define the reduced matrix element of the operator f(r) Y1m between the ground state (spin zero) JO) and the n-th excited state J nlm) through
In particular, we define F~1J is the form factor of the longitudinal excitation of the electron inelastic scattering leading to the excited state /n), while M~~;k) is the reduced matrix element of higher order El transition induced by the operator r 1 + 2 kYzm· M~1J k=o) is the usual reduced matrix element of El transition in the long wave length limit.
With these particular choices of the operators, we have the following form factor sum rule:
w1lere p(r) is the ground state (charge) density.
Since the elastic form factor Fe1 (q) is given by
it is always possible to express the right-hand side of (2 · 4) in terms of the higher derivative of Fe1 (q) with respect to l because of the following identity:
The explicit formulas for k = 0, 1 and 2 will be given later.
In order to determine the transition charge densities, we integrate by part the :first line of the right-hand side of Eq. (2 · 4) to get
(2 · 6) dr By defining the transition charge density leading to the n-th excited state through we immediately obtain the sum rule for the transition charge densities:
Further, the sum rule for the matrix elements of higher order transitions 1s represented as (2 · 9) where, as usual, Finally, we note that our sum rules reduce to the progenitor sum rule of Noble, 4 l if we putf(r)=j 1 (qr) and g(r)=j 1 
(q'r). § 3. Transition charge density of giant multipole state --One-term saturation of sum rule--
We shall now apply the sum rules obtained in the preceeding section to the determination of the transition charge density of the giant multipole state. As is wellknown, the isovecter dipole giant resonance observed in the photonuclear reaction exhausts almost entirely the dipole sum rule. It is, therefore, natural to define El giant state as the state which exhausts the corresponding sum rule at photon-point. Namely, we assume the sum rule of the transition matrix element--(k = 0) case in Eq. (2 · 9) --is saturated by a single collective state cO:
From this one-term saturation property of the matrix element M~~;o) at photonpoint, we obtain using (2 · 8) the transition charge density of the giant multi pole state cO:
It is interesting to note that the above form of the transition charge density IS precisely the same as t~at of hydrodynamical model by Tassie. 7 l Using the last line of Eq. (2 · 4), the form factor leading to this giant multipole state may be represented,as
which, by means of (2 · 5), can be expressed as a higher derivative of the elastic form factor with respect to the momentum transfer squared q 2 :
We now turn to the monopole giant state, which is another example of the one-term saturation of the sum rule. Putting l = 0 and k = 1 in Eq. (2 · 9), we have, under the assumption of the one-term saturation of the sum rule by a single collective state cO,
its transition charge density being given by *' Hereafter, we simplify the notation by omitting the incfex 0 indicating the ground state.
We note that this form of the monopole transition charge density has long been well known in the case of a small oscillation. 8 l By the use of (2 · 4) together with (2 · 5), th~ form factor leading to the monopole giant state can be written as
By comparing the above formula to (3 · 4) with l = 2, we see that the form factor leading to the monopole giant state is--apart from the statistical factor --precisely the same as that leading to the E2 giant state, as it should be.
Before ending this section, we present the higher order transition matrix element from the giant multipole state cO to the ground state M~~;kl, which will be used in the next section:
. Higher order giant state and its transition charge density

--Two or three-term saturation of the sum rule--
We have obtained the transition charge density of the giant multi pole state by assuming that the sum rule is saturated by this single collective state at photon-point. A question may naturally arise whether the obtained form is unique or not. The answer is clearly "No", because we derive all the results under the assumption of the one-term saturation of the transition matrix element M~~;k=OJ (or k=1 in the case of monopole excitation). Therefore, we can always add to the obtained pi~~co(r)--without destroying the above-mentioned one-term saturation at photon-point--an arbitrary form of the transition charge density Pi~~cl (r)' whose first order r-transition is forbidden: M~i;k=O) = 0 = f r 2 dr r 1 Pi~~cl• In this section we shall study the sum rule of the first order forbidden matrix element M~i; k=ll. Here, we have two problems in mind: The first is to obtain the possible correction to the transition charge density as mentioned above and the second to determine the transition charge density of higher order giant multipole state whose first order r-transition is forbidden. These two problems are closely connected as can be seen from the following example:
Suppose a simple calculation of E2 giant state within the framework of harmonic oscillator shell model. Taking as the basis one-particle-one-hole states with excitation 2flw together with the simplest choice of the Q-Q interaction of the form Q-Q=:E(ri 2 Y2 (.Qi) ·r/Y2 (.Q1)), we have a giant E2 state. Now, if we use the Q-Q interaction of the form Q = :E (ar 2 + {3r 4 ) Y2m and take the one-particleone-hole state with 4flw excitation in addition' to the 2flw excitation, we would have two collective modes: the lower one is the usual E2 giant state with a small mixing of 4flw particle-hole states, while the higher one is the second order E2 giant state whose main configuration is the 4flw particle-hole states. If we ignore the small configuration of 2hw particle-hole states in this higher E2 giant state, the matrix element of E r 2 Y2m between this second order E2 giant state and the ground state should be identically zero. It is, however, possible to excite this level directly by means of inelastic electron scattering with large momentum transfer. It will be shown later that the form factor leading to these higher El giant states looks like just the form factor of the usual E (l + 2) giant multipole state.
First, we note that the sum rule of the first order forbidden matrix element Mcz;k=lJ is not compatible with the one-term saturation assumption, because the usual giant El state cO obtained in the preceeding section has a finite matrix element (3 · 8) . Therefore, we assume that the sum rule of M~z; ll is saturated by two states: The one is the usual giant multi pole state cO and the other is the second order giant multipole state c1 whose first order r-transition is forbidden. Namely, from (2 · 9),
The corresponding sum rule (2 · 8) for the transition charge density reads
Since we already have at hand all the information on the state cO, in particular,
we obtain the transition charge density of the second order giant multipole state as X (2l + 1){2(2l+ 3)r 1 p + (l + 2)r 1 + 1 dp/ dr}-(2l + 3){<r 21 ) / <r 21 -2 )}lr 1 -1 dp/ dr ( 4 . dr from which we get M~i; k=OJ = 0, as it should be.
The form factor leading to this c1 state can be obtained similarly from (2 · 4) under the assumption of the two-term saturation as
Since the obtained form factor is rather complicated, it seems necessary to examine what it looks like. For this purpose, we adopt uniform density for p(r). Then, integrating directly (4·3) or, equivalently, using (4·4) with Fe1(q)
On the other hand, the form factor leading to the usual giant multipole state cO is expressed in the case of the uniform density as (4·6) Thus, one sees that the form factor leading to the second giant multipole state c1 looks just like the form factor of the usual E (l + 2) giant multipole state.
Higher order matrix element from c1 state to the ground state is calculated as
(4·7) which, in the uniform density, reduces to
Finally, we shall discuss briefly next order correction to the transition charge density. The next order correction would arise from a mixing of the second forbidden giant multipole state which we shall denote as c2. The We have determined the transition charge density of the giant multi pole state by using the sum rules under the assumption of one-term saturation at photon-point. Since the result is not necessarily unique, the possible correction to it is determined by taking into account the higher-order giant multipole states. If the mixing of these higher forbidden giant states is really important, this can be observed easily by the inelastic electron scattering with higher momentum transfer. The anomalous behaviour of the form factor in the E1-giant resonance region in Ca-isotopes 9 l might be due to such m1xmg.
The higher-order forbidden giant multipole states, although they should in principle exist, would be spread into many many-particle-ma ny-hole configurations to. escape detection. If, however, they are concentrated into a narrow energy interval, they could easily be observed by the inelastic electron scattering as a bump over the quasi-elastic background. The form factor leading to the k-th forbidden giant El state looks like that of the usual E (l + 2k) giant state.
